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KEEGAN J 

I. INTRODUCTION

[1] The series of inquests known as the Ballymurphy Inquests comprise five

incidents. Therefore I heard this case in modular format. The inquest is a fact finding

exercise, it is not a criminal or civil trial. Incident 1 concerns the deaths of Francis
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Quinn and Father Hugh Mullan on 9 August 1971.  Incident 2 concerns the deaths of 

Noel Phillips, Joan Connolly and Daniel Teggart on 9 August 1971 and the 

subsequent death of Joseph Murphy on 22 August 1971 (Mr Murphy having been 

shot on 9 August 1971).  Incident 3 concerns the death of Edward Doherty on 

10 August 1971.  Incident 4 concerns the deaths of John Laverty on 11 August 1971 

and of Joseph Corr on 27 August 1971 (Mr Corr having been shot on 11 August 

1971). Incident 5 concerns the death of John James McKerr on 20 August 1971 

(Mr McKerr having been shot on 11 August 1971).  This chapter deals with some 

contextual background, case management issues and the legal issues which arise.  

 

[2] As will be apparent, these incidents occurred over a three day period from 

9 to 11 August 1971 in the Ballymurphy area.  Incident 1 occurred in an area of waste 

ground that lay between Springfield Park and Moyard Park in this area.  Incident 2 

occurred at a location known locally as the Manse on the Springfield Road.  

Incident 3 occurred on the Whiterock Road.  Incident 4 occurred in an area known as 

the Mountain Loney close to Dermot Hill Park.  Incident 5 occurred on Westrock 

Drive close to Corpus Christi Church.   

 

[3] These deaths are now in their 50th anniversary year and yet the effect of them 

remains stark for the bereaved families and the other persons involved.  The context 

of this case is the so-called “Troubles” which were taking place in Northern Ireland 

at the time.  That highly charged and difficult environment is something that the 

people of Northern Ireland still remember and hope is behind us.  The Troubles are 

one aspect but the specific backdrop to Ballymurphy was the internment operation 

that was initiated by the British Government in 1971 and code named Operation 

Demetrius.  That operation had been proposed by the Northern Ireland Executive at 

a meeting with the Prime Minister Edward Heath on 5 August 1971.   

 

[4] This policy was designed to stymie the growth of paramilitary activity in 

Northern Ireland and as part and parcel of it the Government agreed to military 

support.  Inevitably, the target of the operation was the Irish Republican Army 
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(“IRA”) which was active at the time.  It was to be a planned operation carried out 

under Regulations pursuant to the Civil Authorities (Special Powers) Act 

(Northern Ireland) 1922.  The aim was to take those suspected of being members of 

the IRA out of circulation and have them interned.  This operation was enacted with 

military support and commenced at around 4.00am on 9 August 1971.   

 

[5] The arrests that occurred on that day were widespread and spanned 

throughout Northern Ireland and not just West Belfast where these deaths occurred.  

However, there were a considerable number of arrests in West Belfast which was 

known to be an area of Republican activity.  Following the introduction of 

internment there was a reaction from the local population throughout Northern 

Ireland.  This manifested itself as disorder on the streets of Belfast and elsewhere.  

The RUC duty officers’ reports for 9 and 10 August 1971 paint a picture of the scale 

of unrest and strife as follows.  Across Belfast alone on 9 and 10 August 1971 it is 

recorded that there were approximately 12 explosions, 59 shooting incidents, 17 

reported deaths, 25 reported injuries, 13 incidents of rioting, 18 reports of arson and 

other reports of civil disorder of various kinds.  It is hard to imagine now the extent 

of the difficulties that the local people faced in Northern Ireland when all of this was 

at its height.   

 

[6] This background provides the context in which these deaths occurred.  

However, whilst the broad background frames each incident, there are many 

different considerations and complexities in these cases.  The deaths themselves 

occurred at different times and in different ways and in each of the inquests it is 

apparent that different questions are raised.  For these reasons, I have prepared a 

specific set of narrative findings in each case. 

 

[7] I heard oral evidence over 100 court sitting days making this the longest 

running inquest in Northern Ireland to date. I also read thousands of pages of 

evidence and detailed legal submissions which were filed at the conclusion of the 

evidence. All properly interested persons had the benefit of expert legal 
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representation and in addition I allowed lawyers to attend for certain individual 

military witnesses and some of these lawyers provided submissions to me when 

particular points arose. 

 

[8]  Before the inquest began, the Coroners Service for Northern Ireland made 

various public appeals for evidence. I repeated this at the start of this inquest by 

making a public statement which I attach at Annex 0.1. This resulted in additional 

witnesses coming forward to give evidence over the course of the year during which 

this inquest was heard. Therefore, I am satisfied that all those with relevant 

information have had ample opportunity to come forward to assist me. 

 

[9]  The inquest was open to the public.  At times witnesses were screened and 

many witnesses were anonymous.  I am happy to say that all parties abided by my 

directions in relation to this matter and I particularly thank the media who acted 

responsibly, raised queries when they were unsure and reported in an appropriate 

way. 

 

[10] In all of these inquests I have had the benefit of substantial civilian evidence.  

I have had less military evidence before me in these cases.  There are also different 

categories of evidence I have considered, namely contemporaneous statements, later 

interviews, and current statements. I have explained how I have assessed each 

category of evidence in my findings.  I will come to that in due course.  I have had to 

assess each incident on its own facts looking at the evidence that I heard and having 

considered the substantial amount of documentary evidence emanating from the 

police, Ministry of Defence (“MoD”), Historical Enquiries Team (“HET”), 

contemporaneous reporting and other evidence.  I have been greatly assisted by the 

use of maps from the time and photographs.  I have considered all of the above and 

pieced this evidence together to reach a verdict in each case.   

 

II. SCOPE 
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[11] This inquest has looked at the deaths between 9 and 11 August on the basis of 

a scope document which was agreed in advance.  This is in compliance with the 

requirements of the Coroners Rules I will refer to and also Article 2 of the European 

Convention on Human Rights.  The scope that was agreed reads as follows: 

 

1. This inquest will examine 10 deaths that occurred following shooting in 

Ballymurphy on 9, 10 and 11 August 1971, namely: 

 

(i) The deaths of Francis Quinn and Father Hugh Mullan on 9 August 

1971.  

  

(ii) The deaths of Noel Philips, Joan Connolly and Daniel Teggart on 

9 August 1971 and subsequent death of Joseph Murphy on 22 August 

1971. 

 
(iii) The death of Edward Doherty on 10 August 1971. 

 
(iv) The deaths of John Laverty on 11 August 1971 and of Joseph Corr on 

27 August 1971. 

 
(v) The death of John James McKerr on 20 August 1971. 

 

2. The inquest will examine the deaths individually and, so far as is consistent 

with the objective of determining how the deceased came about their deaths, 

collectively.  The above is suggested as the order in which the deaths should 

properly be considered and should not be regarded as according greater or 

lesser priority to any death or any incident. 

 

3. The inquest proceedings will consider the four basic factual questions as 

required by Rule 15 and Rule 22(1) of the Coroners (Practice and Procedure) 

Rules (Northern Ireland) 1963 concerning: 
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(i) The identity of the deceased; 

(ii) The place of death; 

(iii) The time of death; and 

(iv) How the deceased came about their deaths.  

 

4. Further, related to the how question, the Coroner will examine in evidence 

the military operation(s) that culminated in the deaths with reference in 

particular to the following matters: 

 

(i) the purpose of the operation(s); 

 

(ii) the planning and control of the operation(s) on the part of the relevant 

authorities, including the management and deployment of any 

intelligence available to those authorities at the relevant time; 

 
(iii) the actions of those involved in the operation(s) at all stages of the 

operation(s);  

 
(iv) the training and experience of those involved in the operation(s) at 

stages of the operation(s);  

 
(v) the state of knowledge of those involved at all stages of the 

operation(s);   

 
(vi) whether in the planning and control of the operation or in the conduct 

of the operation, those involved sanctioned or engaged in the 

deliberate use of lethal force that was unjustified by reference to Article 

2 of the ECHR and/or domestic law and whether, in any event, state 

authorities (including the military and the RUC) tolerated the 

deployment of unnecessary and unreasonable force by soldiers.   

 
(vii) the nature and degree of force used; 
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(viii) issues concerning access to emergency medical care, including the 

actions of the military or any other relevant personnel in assessing, 

planning or delivering emergency medical care or arranging transfer 

for provision of such care; and the training and experience of those 

involved in such care;  

 
(ix) any alleged acts or omissions on the part of those involved in the 

operation in the aftermath of the shootings, insofar as such alleged acts 

or omits are relevant to the consideration of how the deceased came by 

their death; 

 
(x) the RUC/RMP Agreement and post incident procedures that were in 

existence at the time of the shootings, the effect of that agreement and 

those procedures on the investigation into the deaths and the extent, if 

any, to which the agreement and procedures bear upon the issues 

raised at 4(vi) above (including the question of whether the agreement 

and procedures impacted on any decision at any level to have recourse 

to lethal force).   

 

5. The inquest will consider specifically whether the deployment of the military 

on the dates on which the shootings occurred was planned and controlled in 

such a way as to minimise to the greatest extent possible the need for recourse 

to lethal force and will consider whether the actual use of force was justified 

in the circumstances of each death.   

 

6. In considering the planning and control of the operation(s), the inquests will 

examine: 

 

(i) Decisions taken at all levels of authority that touched on the nature and 

degree of force to be used in operations of this kind at the relevant 

time; and 
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(ii) Such guidance as existed at the relevant time relating to the use of force 

in such operation(s). 

 

7. The inquest will also examine, insofar as is necessary to address the above 

matters, such evidence as exists concerning the circumstances in which the 

deceased came to be at the locus of death at the relevant time. 

 

8. The inquest will also examine, insofar as is necessary to address the above 

matters, the extent, if any, of any public disorder and/or paramilitary activity 

reported in the vicinity of each of the deaths on 9 to 11 August 1971. 

 

9. The inquest will keep under consideration the question of whether the deaths 

were attributable to causes other than the use of force by members of the 

military, having regard to recent suggestions that a member of the UVF 

discharged rounds at the  location of the shootings at the time of the incidents 

that culminated in the deaths.   

 

[12] Counsel also referred me to a paragraph that was included at an early stage of 

preparation for these inquests which reads as follows: 

 

“The next of kin have invited the Coroner to examine 

whether those involved at any level in these incidents 

were engaged in a ‘shoot to kill’ operation.  The Coroner 

is satisfied that this question is, in legal terms, addressed 

by paragraph 4(vi) above.  The Coroner would emphasise 

that the preliminary definition of scope should not be 

narrowly construed.  For the avoidance of doubt, the 

Coroner directs that the relevant authorities must disclose 

all relevant or potentially relevant material touching on 

the circumstances in which the deceased met their deaths, 
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including any material relevant to the question raised by 

the next of kin as to whether those involved at any level 

were engaged in what the next of kin have termed a 

‘shoot to kill’ operation.”  

 

III. CASE MANAGEMENT  

 

i. General 

 

[13] I case managed this inquest upon becoming Presiding Coroner in 

Northern Ireland over the period of a year.  Sometimes this involved hearings every 

week particularly on the issue of disclosure.  I did this mindful of the need to have 

this case concluded notwithstanding the many issues which arose.  I am indebted to 

all lawyers who worked hard during this period to ensure that my directions were 

followed. Without this application and energy this inquest would simply not have 

been possible and so it should be a template for other cases going forward. There are 

over 50 other legacy cases due to be heard as part of the 5 year plan which will also 

involve the robust case management that I have employed. 

 

[14]  Practitioners also have the benefit of the case management and witness 

protocols issued by the Coroners Service which guide good practice.  There is a 

commonality of interest in doing this work efficiently otherwise these historical cases 

will drift for many more years without resolution, clog up the legal system and 

continue to cause distress and anguish due to the lack of certainty.  To my mind that 

is not to the benefit of the people involved or Northern Ireland society as a whole. 

There are also European obligations to deal with these legacy cases within a 

reasonable time which the courts are committed to. 

 

[15] I recognise that inquests must be conducted fairly, in line with domestic and 

European obligations provided by Article 2, however proportionality must also be 

applied particularly in historical cases.  In inquests of this nature the Coroner must 
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undertake an effective investigation in a proportionate way, bearing in mind that in 

historical inquests not all questions can be answered and not all evidence can be 

found.  There must be a realisation that in historical cases of this nature there are 

impediments which will arise and perfection is hard to achieve.  Also, the obligation 

is investigative and it does not span into writing up an entire history of our past.  

The investigative obligation remains live whilst the inquest is ongoing and may 

change as the inquest develops and the issues become more apparent.  If the option 

is to persist indefinitely or to decide on the basis of what is available the Coroner 

should at a certain point be able to draw a line.  This consideration should of course 

involve input from all interested parties but the decision ultimately rests with the 

Coroner.  That is the approach I have adopted in this inquest. 

 

[16]  I have also welcomed the collaboration between the parties in this case in 

dealing with a range of issues.  Again, this approach will hopefully be utilised in 

cases going forward to ensure momentum with the engagement of all properly 

interested persons.  

  
ii. Anonymity and Screening 

 
[17] I have considered a number of cases which deal with this issue in particular 

Re Officer L [2007] UKHL 36 and a decision of the Northern Ireland Court of Appeal 

In the matter of an application by Officers C, D, H and R for leave to apply for judicial 

review [2012] NICA 47.  The procedure for dealing with anonymity and screening 

has, it seems to me, become rather convoluted and last minute in this jurisdiction.  

Hence, I tried to streamline applications in this inquest for the benefit of future 

inquests as follows.  The procedure is that there is an initial submission of an 

application which must be in writing.  It is important that there is a separate 

application submitted for each applicant because along with objective evidence of 

risk for an applicant coming to give evidence in an inquest in Northern Ireland 

consideration must be given to subjective fears which an applicant may have.  In fact 
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the latter category of evidence proved most persuasive in many of the cases I 

adjudicated on.   

 

[18] In each case I requested a risk assessment relating to the applicant from the 

Police Service of Northern Ireland advising on the risk to the applicant of giving 

evidence at the inquest, being referred to in documentary or oral evidence, or 

otherwise without anonymity and/or screening as the case may be.  Having dealt 

with over 100 applications I have found that the risk assessments are generic. 

Predictably the assessments have told me that the risk of attack from dissident 

elements in Northern Ireland remains.  That of course is a matter of public record. 

However, in terms of military giving evidence in Northern Ireland the risk was 

largely described as low which could rise to moderate if someone attended in 

Northern Ireland to give evidence. Inevitably, and rather obviously, if a military 

person lived in Northern Ireland, that risk could increase due to potential 

identification in the community.  The wording of the assessments is unavoidably 

couched in terms of possibility rather than certainty or even probability.   

 

[19] In addition to these types of issues much of the subjective fears related to fear 

of identification in the community, particularly given social media methods for the 

spreading of information.  I read with care the submissions made in all of the cases. 

They uniformly referred to the fear of attack in Northern Ireland. In this case there 

were a range of subjective fears put forward which were understandable particularly 

given the age of many of the witnesses and the fact that these events occurred some 

time ago and also that this inquest has a high public profile.   

 

[20] I allowed representations in relation to these applications by the next of kin 

who also filed very helpful written arguments in relation to them.  I then made 

decisions in relation to the cases, some were provisional decisions, some were final 

decisions but I tried to make decisions on a rolling basis to make sure that this 

inquest proceeded with the least amount of disruption.  I did give separate 
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consideration to the facts and circumstances of each application bearing in mind the 

risk assessments which I have already described.  

 

[21] Having regard to the observations of the Northern Ireland Court of Appeal on 

the engagement of Article 2 in In the matter of an application by Officers C, D, H and R 

[2012] NICA 47, the question arises as to whether the evidence before the Coroner 

establishes a real risk to life that is neither fanciful nor trivial and that is present or 

will be present if a particular course of action is or is not taken.  In that case the 

decision was directed at police officers serving in Northern Ireland and whilst this 

may comprise a particular category the risk remains for military personnel who have 

served in Northern Ireland who may be asked to come to Northern Ireland and/or 

retired police officers.   

 

[22] The law is quite clear in relation to the assessment of risk. Drawing from the 

cases I have mentioned, I rely on a particular passage as follows from C and others 

[2012] NICA 47 at paragraph [43]: 

 

“In the context of Northern Ireland which has been 

subjected to decades of homicidal attacks on individuals 

by organised terrorists the threat to life has been real, 

although for the bulk of the population it is not a threat 

directed at them individually so that for most the risk is 

not present and continuing in the sense of immediate to 

them.  For some, such as members of the police force, the 

level of threat has been and continues to be at a much 

higher level and is much more immediate.  It cannot be 

considered as anything close to fanciful and it is 

significant.  The requirement to give evidence imposed on 

officers involved in this inquest will, according to the 

evidence, increase a present threat possibly significantly 

depending on the nature of the evidence and other 
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unknown contingencies arising out of the inquest.  The 

risk accordingly must qualify as real, continuous and 

present.”  

 

[23] Of course, the present evidence relates to an ongoing dissident threat that has 

been evidenced by a number of incidents in Northern Ireland and I was provided 

with press briefings in which that threat was very definitely described as real, 

continuing and present.  So it is clear that Article 2 is engaged in these cases. In 

addition, there are common law powers to protect witnesses where appropriate 

which I utilised particularly when dealing with medical vulnerability. 

 

[24] It is unnecessary to recount my decision in each and every case but I attach 

some decisions made during the course of the inquest which illustrate my 

methodology in Annex 0.2.  Suffice to say I decided each case on its own facts and 

determined what proportionate protective measures should be adopted in 

consequence of the clear risks apparent to the military in this inquest. I also decided 

these cases in the open forum of the court having received written submissions from 

each interested party and upon hearing oral submissions.   

 

[25]  The grant of anonymity was a minimum protection which was afforded in 

most cases.  Then the issue of screening arose and I looked at this in each case to 

decide whether it was proportionate.  In some cases I did not allow screening 

because where anonymity has been granted, the risks to witnesses are alleviated and 

additional risks may be too remote to lead to the grant of screening.  So there were 

some cases where screening was allowed and some cases where screening was not 

allowed.  When I allowed for screening, I did not prevent the next of kin from seeing 

the witness because I considered it important that the next of kin should see the 

military witness and I had absolute confidence that there would be no difficulty in 

the next of kin engaging properly with that process.   

 

iii. Use of live link evidence  
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[26] In addition, the issue of live link evidence arose and this was something that I 

granted in many of the applications as witnesses were outside the jurisdiction, 

fearful of coming to the jurisdiction and in some cases exhibited medical issues 

which would necessitate a provision of special measures.  Of course this inquest 

occurred pre the Coronavirus Act 2020 which allows for live link but I applied my 

common law discretionary powers in the inquest to allow for live link.  Subsequently 

I have also utilised this hybrid format in the McElhone inquest reported at [2020] NI 

Coroner 1 which I concluded in January 2021.  This does involve preparation and 

testing as I set out in Mc Elhone as follows:   

 

“[12] When using remote technology there is a need to 

ensure that it works.  Thus, I ran tests for each witness in 

advance.  An agreed bundle of documents was sent to 

each witness in advance as I wanted to make sure that 

witnesses had access to the relevant papers.  For some of 

the witnesses, representatives from the LIU were with 

witnesses in remote locations.  We used a variety of 

locations including hotels and polices stations and private 

homes.  When LIU representatives were not present I 

allowed family members to accompany witnesses or 

ensured they could manage without support.  I record the 

high level of collaboration between the parties in relation 

to these issues which meant that this inquest could 

proceed as a hybrid hearing on schedule.  In this case all 

interested parties agreed that the approach was the best to 

ensure that the inquest could proceed.” 

 

[27] I have no doubt that this method is a valuable tool in dealing with legacy 

inquests which will pertain after the Coronavirus Act 2020.  There is a statutory 

regime regarding criminal trials in which live link is used, the test for special 
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measures being whether or not this would be “likely to improve the quality of the 

evidence given by the witness.”  This medium is frequently used in other 

jurisdictions including the civil and family jurisdictions with the main focus being to 

improve the quality of evidence.  In all of these applications I allowed the views of 

the next of kin to be taken and then I considered each case on its own merits.   

 

[28] I note the case of R v Camberwell Green Youth Court [2005] 2 Cr App R 1, albeit 

in the different context of criminal proceedings, where it was found that the notion 

of face to face confrontation whereby a defendant or his representatives were 

permitted to confront in person an accuser was not a right guaranteed by the 

Convention.  In very many cases I did allow for witnesses to give evidence by live 

link.  I should say that live link did not sit well with screening so in most cases 

where there was live link there was no screening of the witness.   

 

[29] I should say that I also allowed some of the witnesses to have a family 

member with them or someone else to assist if they were vulnerable, hard of 

hearing, or had medical conditions.  In very many of the cases I had to deal with 

persons who had early onset dementia and that led to them either not being able to 

give evidence, or giving evidence in writing only.  In the most extreme cases this led 

to medical excusal.  In each case I afforded all interested parties the opportunity to 

make submissions and I considered medical evidence.  I also employed a range of 

options aimed at trying to obtain evidence if at all possible.  This is an important 

issue and so I set out in some detail examples of the medical excusal applications 

that I heard and how I dealt with them in Annex 0.3. 

 

[30] In all of these scenarios I heard from the representatives of the next of kin and 

in some cases I actually heard evidence from the medical professionals.  I did this in 

particular to satisfy myself that someone was incapable of giving evidence and so 

should be excused.  I did find in this case that the quality of the medical evidence 

provided varied and there was no clear view in some of the applications as to why 

someone would be incapable of giving evidence.  But in very many cases there was a 
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clear diagnosis of dementia which inevitably led to a problem in giving direct 

evidence.  I utilised a process whereby rather than immediately excuse I asked 

whether or not a witness could actually answer some questions in writing in 

advance and only then did I formally excuse the witness.   

 

iv. Disclosure 

 

[31] In Chief Constable of the PSNI’s Application [2010] NIQB 66 Gillen J referred to 

the broad purposeful approach to disclosure and the inquiry being conducted.  This 

theme is drawn from Lord Bingham’s comments in Jordan v The Lord Chancellor and 

another [2007] UKHL 14 where he said (at paragraph 37): 

 
“The coroner must decide how widely the inquiry should 

range to elicit the facts pertinent to the circumstances of 

the death and responsibility for it.  This may be a very 

difficult decision, and the enquiry may (as pointed out 

above) range more widely than the verdict or findings.” 

 

[32] It follows from the above that inquest practice in Northern Ireland has 

developed a flexible approach to disclosure.  This approach is important to maintain 

public confidence and the confidence of the families who are bereaved.  It is also 

vital to ensure that properly interested persons can participate in an informed, open 

and transparent manner and on an equal footing with other properly interested 

persons at all stages in the inquest process.  The test the Coroner must apply in 

relation to disclosure is potential relevance.  This approach also allows for a Coroner 

to apply pragmatism and proportionality during case management.  In an 

inquisitorial process the Coroner has to manage the process within these boundaries.   

 

[33] There were several occasions when material that had not previously been 

obtained emerged in the course of the inquest.  This is not surprising in a case of this 

vintage and complexity.  There were, for example, notes of interviews conducted by 
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a researcher in and around 1999 that only became available after the evidence had 

commenced and the material had to be assessed for relevance.  Those parts of the 

notes that were relevant were processed for disclosure.  There was also some 

material produced by witnesses, for example photographs from the relevant period 

in the possession of civilians and archive materials in the possession of military 

witnesses, that was provided in the course of the evidence.   

 

[34] After the oral evidence had been completed, the Crown Solicitor’s Office 

provided the Coroners Service with intelligence reports from the early 1970s relating 

to two men whom a witness had said were IRA members present at the time of the 

deaths and also with a note of an interview by the Historical Enquiries Team                    

in respect of other incidents that touched on IRA activity in the area in 1972.  The 

former material supported the proposition that the two named men were indeed 

members of the IRA, but the material did not relate to the deaths at Ballymurphy.  

Likewise, the latter material did not relate in any way to the deaths although it 

mentioned a location of Corry’s yard that had featured in the evidence.  Therefore, 

while the material was not relevant to the deaths, in the interests of transparency, I 

provided a gist to properly interested persons in correspondence from the Coroners 

Service.   

 

[35] Accordingly, I am satisfied that all potentially relevant material was provided 

to properly interested persons in accordance with the approach of Gillen J as noted 

above, thereby ensuring that they through their representatives could participate 

fully in the inquest proceedings. I am also satisfied that my investigation was 

proportionate to the issues involved. 

 

v. Obtaining the military statements 

  
[36]  In this case a particular difficulty arose concerning the identity of soldiers 

who had made statements after the incidents. Those soldiers were allocated cipher 

letters, but the cipher lists that would enable them to be identified have not been 
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made available to me.  The system at the time involved Royal Military Police 

(“RMP”) investigators in the Special Investigations Branch (“SIB”) presenting the 

evidence to the original inquest.  I was told that the Coroner would have been given 

a sealed envelope containing the original ciphered soldier names.  I have however 

not been able to locate the ciphered soldier names and I have found that most 

frustrating in this inquest.  It remains the fact therefore that many of the soldiers 

who made statements to the Royal Military Police at the time cannot positively be 

identified.   In addition to this, it also transpired that some of the contemporaneous 

logs were missing. 

 

[37] I ensured that this matter was investigated to the greatest extent possible.  I 

required evidence from the Ministry of Defence about how this situation could 

possibly have come about and about the investigations that were undertaken to 

address the matter.  In that regard I received a number of affidavits which I 

summarise as follows.   

 

[38] First, the affidavits of Matthew Lewsey of 22 December 2017 and 5 November 

2018.  I should say that Mr Lewsey also attended and gave evidence on oath on my 

request as to the contents of this affidavit.  In the affidavit Mr Lewsey described 

himself as the Head of Inquests, Judicial Review and Public Inquiries at the Ministry 

of Defence at the relevant time.  He said that he had been in position since June 2017.  

In this affidavit he referred to the oral evidence that he gave on 25 May 2018 in 

relation to these disclosure issues.  In his first affidavit at paragraph 9 Mr Lewsey 

averred that to his belief the cipher list had been destroyed by the Military of 

Defence.  During his evidence he referred to a number of searches that could have 

been undertaken in relation to finding the cipher list and he clarified what he had 

done since that time in the November affidavit. 

 

[39] In his affidavit Mr Lewsey said that he was asked about lists of statements 

held by the Central Criminal Records and Intelligence Office in London and no 

further information in relation to this had been forthcoming.  In his evidence session 
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on 25 May 2018 Mr Lewsey was asked by Mr Mansfield QC about the issue of 

recording of the discharge of weapons and the outcome of the search for those 

records for the period 9 to 11 August 1971.  In response, he reiterated that armoury 

logs had been searched for unsuccessfully in a number of repositories, and directed 

the court to the fact that this was set out in his previous affidavit of 22 December 

2017, which included the substantive responses of Ministry of Defence to the 

extensive enquiries made by the representatives of the next of kin.  In his evidence 

he also reiterated that the MoD had been unable to locate the regulations dealing 

with the maintenance and issue of weaponry in 1971.   

 

[40] Mr Lewsey could not provide an explanation as to why statements which 

were un-redacted (and contained the names of the statement makers) in relation to 

the internment arrest operation in August 1971 were available but the other 

statements in relation to the shootings were not.   

 

[41] There was a further affidavit of 28 May 2019 from a Lieutenant Colonel 

Nick Carroll S01 Operational Legacy Army Personnel Services Group dealing with 

the discovery of radio logs.  He said that in 2015 MoD provided the inquest with 

available radio logs.  In relation to the missing radio logs he said at paragraph 12:  

 

“From my own experience the way that material (such as 

radio logs) was preserved by the Army was unfortunately 

not uniform, and that the MoD does not, for instance have 

a complete set of radio logs in respect of its operation 

generally.” 

 

[42]  This witness referred to specific requests that came to him in respect of 

missing logs.  Ultimately, it was clear that these could not be found and the witness 

concluded by saying: 
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“I have no doubt that it would be very much in the best 

interests of the MoD and the Army for these logs to be 

produced, especially given the time period that has 

elapsed since the events under investigation.  Watch 

keeper or radio logs are real time contemporaneous 

records that can provide great assistance in 

understanding what has been reported at any given point 

in time.  They are generally contributed to by multiple 

radio operators in multiple locations, reporting into a 

central watch keeper (who is not themselves present to 

witness the events but is tasked with the responsibility of 

recording what they are being told).  Radio logs are 

operation material, as opposed to some form of historical 

record (like an operations report on events).  The 

obligation for the radio logs to be an accurate record is 

perhaps increased by the fact that operational decisions 

by the chain of command have to be taken on foot of the 

information received and recorded.”   

 
[43] It will be apparent from the above that there have been difficulties in securing 

all information, in particular, the cipher lists.  It has been suggested by the Ministry 

of Defence that it was the practice of the RMP at the relevant time to destroy the 

information for security reasons.  The MoD represented to the HET in and around 

2007 that this was done in accordance with standing instructions in place at the 

relevant time.  This explanation was also given to the Coroners Service in 

correspondence of 12 April 2017.  As yet, however, no such standing instructions or 

other regulations appear to have been located save a chapter of a document entitled 

“The Provost Marshall Instructions for RMP Case Papers.”  These instructions do not 

address the specific matter of retention or destruction of cipher keys which has given 

rise to the difficulty in this case.  This issue has also been addressed in evidence by 

the witness from the Ministry of Defence as I have recounted, Mr Lewsey.  He said 
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that former members of the Special Investigations Branch had been spoken to about 

this matter but no further information was forthcoming.  The witness also confirmed 

that it had not been possible to locate the nominal roll for the battalions involved at 

the relevant time.   

 

[44] So, whilst it was possible to identify some of the soldiers who made 

statements at the time, the identities of many of those soldiers remain unknown.  A 

particular challenge therefore was the gathering together of statements from relevant 

military witnesses to assist in these inquests.  Understandably, the next of kin 

wanted to ensure that all efforts were made to address this issue.  The key regiments 

were identified as 2 Para B Company, 2 Para Support, 2 Queen’s and 1 Para C 

Company.   

 

[45] Faced with these challenging circumstances, I should say that as of June 2019 

the Coroners Service had identified around 800 soldiers as potentially able to assist 

this inquest and it had obtained contact details for 567 soldiers (168 were confirmed 

as deceased).  A number of those witnesses were identified, by means of a review of 

all the documentation available to the Coroners Service, as having been at 

Ballymurphy or as being in a position to assist the coroner’s examination of the 

deaths.  This group, which initially comprised 60 individuals, was described as the 

core or target group of military witnesses.   

 

[46] I appointed Fieldfisher Solicitors to take statements from these witnesses.  In 

addition to that, questionnaires were issued to all of the other living military 

witnesses for whom contact details had been obtained.  The objective of the 

questionnaires was to identify further witnesses who might be able to assist and 

from whom statements should be taken.  The response rate to the questionnaires was 

in the region of 70%.   

 

[47] Then, in July 2019 the solicitor to the Coroners Service was invited to view 

further MoD materials that might be capable of assisting this inquest.  Those 
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materials included lists of soldiers who had been involved in the internment 

operation in Belfast in the early hours of the morning of 9 August 1971.  The 

materials also included statements from those soldiers, relating to the arrests on 

internment day.  An examination of that material revealed 77 further potential 

witnesses who had not previously been identified.  When contact information 

relating to those individuals was obtained they too were issued with questionnaires.   

 

[48] In late August 2019 the MoD also furnished the Coroners Service with a 

further source of potential witness details.  The source was described as Data 

Preservation Repository Records or DPRR.  Unfortunately, this had the potential to 

totally unravel the listed inquest because of the nature in which this information was 

presented and the extent of it.  These records presented at such late notice contained 

no information about Ballymurphy.  There was nothing in the records to indicate 

where the named soldiers were posted at any given time.  There were details such as 

names, service number and regiment of thousands of soldiers who served in 

Northern Ireland in the 1970s.  The initial figure was 4,773.   

   

[49] It was frustrating to receive this un-paginated, ill-defined bulk of disclosure at 

such a late stage.  Again, the Coroners Service had to undertake a considerable 

amount of work to actually decipher this information.  The Coroners Service was 

committed to doing this within a relatively short period of time otherwise this 

inquest would have been thrown off track for many months, if not years.  It was 

possible to narrow down the information through the removal of duplicate entries, 

members of regiments who were not involved at Ballymurphy and individuals who 

had already been traced by the Coroners Service.   

 

[50] The Coroners Service also cross-referenced personnel files to obtain 

confirmation of whether individuals were actually serving in Northern Ireland at the 

time of Ballymurphy.  As it transpired, notwithstanding the huge initial number of 

4,773, the “filtering” exercise resulted in the issue of several hundred further 
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questionnaires to soldiers who may potentially have been in a position to assist the 

inquest.   

 

[51] I deployed a novel approach whereby I convened a joint meeting of all 

counsel in the case and asked that counsel look collaboratively at the tracing of 

relevant military witnesses and the identification of witnesses from whom 

statements should be taken.  I must say this was incredibly productive because 

counsel pooled their knowledge and resources to come up with lists of potentially 

relevant soldiers.   

 

[52] As a result of the above exercises, the core or target group from whom 

statements would be sought developed through the course of the inquest and was 

not a closed group.  Initially comprising 60 military witnesses, the group increased 

to 127 from whom statements were taken during the inquest.  This meant that 

various statements came in during the course of the inquest but I consider that this 

was a fair and proper approach.  Given that the inquest lasted for 100 sitting days 

(extending over the course of a year), everyone was able to adapt to the statements 

coming in on a parallel basis.  In other words, I started the inquest whilst this 

parallel process of obtaining additional information was ongoing.  The core or target 

group was augmented by reference to the questionnaire responses and an ongoing 

review of the materials available to me on a regular basis.  I appreciate that this was 

a novel approach but it seemed necessary to me to meet the justice of the case and to 

get the case heard but also to try to get best information on an ongoing basis.  

 

[53] I fully engaged the MoD and counsel for the next of kin in this exercise and I 

developed as effective a process as I could of identifying soldiers from the relevant 

battalions.  It is of course right to say that some people may have been missed but I 

consider that the process I undertook was proportionate within the reasonable 

timeframes and having exhausted all other avenues.  It should also be noted that this 

inquest was widely publicised and repeated requests were made for all witnesses to 

come forward.  I was asked to consider at various stages the use of a tracing agency.  
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However, in my view, that was not going to solve the foundational problem of 

missing cipher lists.  In fact, through the efforts of counsel, many additional 

witnesses were identified through the course of the inquest and were verified as 

being present through P files.  Ultimately, while the process I adopted may not have 

been perfect, I considered at a certain stage that I had done all I could to trace 

witnesses who were in Northern Ireland and Ballymurphy at the relevant time.  

 

[54] I commend the Coroners Service for undertaking this extensive work upon 

receipt of the various strands of information to obtain accounts from military 

witnesses for the purposes of this hearing.  As I have said, this was a collaborative 

exercise: the Coroners Service and the coroner’s legal representatives engaged fully 

with next of kin and MoD representatives to ensure to the greatest extent possible 

that relevant military evidence was obtained for these inquests.   

 

[55] As a result of the above exercise, the inquest heard from a much larger 

number of military witnesses than might at one stage have been anticipated.  A small 

number of witnesses did not ultimately attend, which is unfortunate, however I have 

proceeded to make my findings without their attendance.  In particular I mention 

two military witnesses, who reside outside Northern Ireland.  They are M57 who 

may have had something to say about Incident 2 and M171 who may have had 

something to say about Incident 4.  I made every effort available to me to secure the 

attendance of those witnesses, including the obtaining of a subpoena pursuant to 

Section 67 of the Judicature Act (Northern Ireland) 1978.  Following their initial 

default, a further date was set for their attendance, but they did not comply. 

 

[56] Therefore I have not had the opportunity to hear from these witnesses which 

is unfortunate.  I cannot be sure what those witnesses might have said at the inquest 

under questioning and of the precise extent to which they may have been in a 

position to assist me in examining the deaths.  It is clear that neither wishes to 

cooperate and therein lies the difficulty as pursuant to the rules I cannot compel 

them to provide evidence to the inquest in this jurisdiction.  Having now had the 
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opportunity to consider all of the evidence I have proceeded to give my findings 

rather than delay indefinitely for these and other potential witnesses to cooperate.   

 

[57] It is important to stress that my powers as a Coroner are limited in relation to 

potential witnesses who reside outside the jurisdiction of Northern Ireland.  The 

power to require evidence from a person in Northern Ireland is found in sections 

17A and 17B of the Coroners Act (Northern Ireland) 1959.  Section 17A contains a 

specific power to require evidence to be given or produced and a notice may be 

issued to that effect which must be complied with unless revoked or varied.  A 

person failing, without reasonable excuse, to comply with a notice can be subject to a 

fine. 

 

[58]  Where the witness resides in the United Kingdom but outside 

Northern Ireland, the coroner can seek to obtain a subpoena pursuant to Section 67 

of the Judicature Act (Northern Ireland) 1978.  As I have said, I did this in the case of 

M57 and M171 and the necessary applications were granted by another High Court 

Judge.  Following the failure of the witnesses to attend, the Coroners Service 

requested that certificates of default be issued by the High Court in Belfast in 

accordance with section 67(5) of the 1978 Act.  The certificates were duly granted, 

leave was obtained to transmit the certificates to the High Court in London and the 

certificates were duly transmitted. That is the current position. 

 

[59] During the course of the inquest I was also made aware of material circulated 

by some veterans suggesting that military witnesses should not cooperate and put 

the coroner’s letters “in the bin.”  That was most unfortunate because it could 

potentially mean that some relevant military points have not been made.  Flowing 

from this there was one issue of social media comment which I referred to the 

Attorney General however happily no other action needed to be taken in relation to 

this as an apology was given and the actions were not repeated. 
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[60]  The flip side of this is that many military witnesses did come forward and I 

thank them for that as I have been able to consider their testimony.  In some of the 

incidents I have not head a full military account and I have had to proceed on that 

basis as I allowed ample time for relevant witnesses to come forward. I did not see 

that it was purposeful or proportionate to delay this case further. 

 

IV. LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 

[61] In Northern Ireland inquests are governed by the Coroners Act 

(Northern Ireland) 1959.  Section 14 frames this inquest because it has been heard on 

the direction of the Attorney General.  Section 14(1) states: 

 

“Where the Attorney General has reason to believe that a 

deceased person has died in circumstances which in his 

opinion make the holding of an inquest advisable he may 

direct any coroner (whether or not he is the coroner for 

the district in which the death has occurred) to conduct 

an inquest into the death of that person, and that coroner 

shall proceed to conduct an inquest in accordance with 

the provisions of this Act (and as if, not being the coroner 

for the district in which the death occurred, he were such 

coroner) whether or not he or any other coroner has 

viewed the body, made any inquiry or investigation, held 

any inquest into or done any other act in connection with 

the death.” 

  

[62] The rules governing coronial proceedings are contained within the Coroners 

(Practice and Procedure) Rules (Northern Ireland) 1963.  Rule 15 states that the 

proceedings and evidence at an inquest shall be directed solely to ascertaining the 

following matters, namely: (a) who the deceased was; (b) how, when and where the 

deceased came by his death; (c) the particulars for the time being required by the 
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Births and Deaths Registration Acts (Northern Ireland) 1863 to 1956 to be registered 

concerning the death. Rule 16 states that neither the coroner nor the jury shall 

express any opinion on questions of criminal or civil liability or on any matters other 

than those referred to in Rule 15, provided that nothing in Rule 16 shall preclude the 

coroner or the jury from making a recommendation designed to prevent the 

recurrence of fatalities similar to that in respect of which the inquest is being held. 

 

[63] I have heard this case without a jury and I am empowered to do that by virtue 

of Section 18(2) of the Coroners Act.  This was by agreement of the next of kin, the 

Ministry of Defence and the Police Service of Northern Ireland.   

 

[64] In addition to the domestic legislation inquests are also subject to the 

European Convention on Human Rights (“ECHR”) which is part of the law of the 

United Kingdom by virtue of the Human Rights Act 1998.  In particular, Article 2 of 

the Convention provides: 

 

“1. Everyone's right to life shall be protected by law.  

No one shall be deprived of his life intentionally save in 

the execution of a sentence of a court following his 

conviction of a crime for which the penalty is provided 

by law.” 

 

2. Deprivation of life shall not be regarded as 

inflicted in contravention of this Article when it results 

from the use of force which is no more than absolutely 

necessary:  

 

(a)  in defence of any person from unlawful violence;  

 

(b)  in order to effect a lawful arrest or to prevent the 

escape of a person lawfully detained;  
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(c)  in action lawfully taken for the purpose of quelling 

a riot or insurrection.” 

 

[65] The ECHR has had a significant effect upon the conduct of inquests.  In 

addition to the substantive effect of Article 2, there is also a clear procedural 

obligation upon coroners to make sure that an inquest is Convention compliant.  

This is explained in cases starting with McCann v United Kingdom [1995] 21 EHRR 97 

which highlighted the procedural obligation on the State to carry out an effective 

official investigation into the circumstances of the deaths.  Within this procedural 

obligation there are additional duties to consider planning and control and 

protection against real and immediate risks to life.  An Article 2 compliant inquest 

must examine the how, why, where and by what means a death came about but also 

“in what broad circumstances” it occurred: see R (Middleton) v West Somerset Coroner 

[2004] 2 AC 182.   

 

[66] The requirements of an Article 2 compliant investigation were considered by 

the Strasbourg Court in Jordan v UK [2003] 37 EHRR 2 and in Nachova & others v 

Bulgaria [2006] 42 EHRR 43.  As a result of the decision of the Supreme Court in 

In the Matter of an application by Brigid McCaughey and another for Judicial Review [2011] 

UKSC, those procedural requirements must be adhered to in this inquest 

notwithstanding that the deaths preceded the coming into effect in this jurisdiction 

of the Human Rights Act 1998.  In this jurisdiction, Stephens LJ has summarised the 

relevant principles in Jordan [2014] NIQB 11 as follows (at paragraph [78]): 

 

(a) The essential purpose of an investigation is “to secure the effective 

implementation of the domestic laws which protect the right to life and, in 

those cases involving State agents or bodies, to ensure their accountability for 

deaths occurring under their responsibility.” 

 

https://www.bailii.org/cgi-bin/redirect.cgi?path=/eu/cases/ECHR/1995/31.html
https://www.bailii.org/cgi-bin/redirect.cgi?path=/uk/cases/UKHL/2004/10.html
https://www.bailii.org/cgi-bin/redirect.cgi?path=/eu/cases/ECHR/2001/327.html
https://www.bailii.org/cgi-bin/redirect.cgi?path=/eu/cases/ECHR/2005/465.html
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(b)  The form of such an investigation may vary in different circumstances.  The 

Strasbourg Court did not specify in any detail which procedures the 

authorities should adopt in providing for the proper examination of the 

circumstances of a killing by State agents.  The aims of fact finding, criminal 

investigation and prosecution can be carried out or shared between several 

authorities, as in Northern Ireland, and the requirements of Article 2 may 

nonetheless be satisfied if, while seeking to take into account other legitimate 

interests such as national security or the protection of material relevant to 

other investigations, they provide for the necessary safeguards in an 

accessible and effective manner.  However, the available procedures have to 

strike the right balance. 

 

(c)  Whatever mode of investigation is employed, the authorities must act of their 

own motion, once the matter has come to their attention.  They cannot leave it 

to the initiative of the next of kin either to lodge a formal complaint or to take 

responsibility for the conduct of any investigative procedures. 

 

(d)  For an investigation into alleged unlawful killing by State agents to be 

effective, it may generally be regarded as necessary for the persons 

responsible for and carrying out the investigation to be independent from 

those implicated in the events.  This means not only a lack of hierarchical or 

institutional connection but also a practical independence.  That in order for 

the investigation to be effective, “the persons responsible for and carrying out 

the investigation must be independent and impartial, in law and in practice” 

(paragraph 112 of Nachova). 

 

(e)  The investigation is also to be effective in the sense that it is capable of leading 

to a determination of whether the force used in such cases was or was not 

justified in the circumstances and to the identification and punishment of 

those responsible.  This is not an obligation of result, but of means.  The 

authorities must have taken the reasonable steps available to them to secure 
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the evidence concerning the incident, including inter alia eye witness 

testimony, forensic evidence and, where appropriate, an autopsy which 

provides a complete and accurate record of injury and an objective analysis of 

clinical findings, including the cause of death.  Any deficiency in the 

investigation which undermines its ability to establish the cause of death or 

the person or persons responsible will risk falling foul of this standard. 

(emphasis added) 

 

(f)  A requirement of promptness and reasonable expedition is implicit.  It must 

be accepted that there may be obstacles or difficulties which prevent progress 

in an investigation in a particular situation.  However, a prompt response by 

the authorities in investigating a use of lethal force may generally be regarded 

as essential in maintaining public confidence in their adherence to the rule of 

law and in preventing any appearance of collusion in or tolerance of unlawful 

acts. 

 

(g)  There must be a sufficient element of public scrutiny of the investigation or its 

results to secure accountability in practice as well as in theory.  The degree of 

public scrutiny required may well vary from case to case. 

 

(h)  In all cases the next of kin of the victim must be involved in the procedure to 

the extent necessary to safeguard his or her legitimate interests.  In respect of 

this matter I would add that the next of kin must be involved regardless as to 

their personal circumstances or attributes.  

 

[67] To this comprehensive and instructive summary of principle provided by 

Stephens LJ I would simply add another point which is this : legacy inquests in 

Northern Ireland should be conducted in a proportionate way.  The Coroner must 

decide what enquiries are required to answer the core questions, with reference to 

inter alia the scope of the inquest, the feasibility of the investigation, and the need to 

conclude investigations of a historical nature within a reasonable time. 
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[68] The inquest also has to reach conclusions on major issues canvassed at the 

inquest: R v Her Majesty’s Coroner for the Western District of Somerset ex parte Middleton 

[2004] UKHL 10, at paragraph [18].  One of the functions of the inquest is to allay 

rumour and suspicion: In the Matter of an Application for Judicial Review by 

Siobhan Ramsbottom [2009] NIQB 55, at paragraph [11].  Also, the evidence at the 

inquest may range more widely than the verdict or findings: Jordan v Lord Chancellor 

[2007] UKHL 14, at paragraph [37].  

 

[69]  In practical terms, there will be cases where, no matter how thoroughly all 

relevant primary evidence is secured and available and then comprehensively 

examined, including by the examination of witnesses (publicly and with the 

involvement of the next of kin), it is difficult to reach a clear conclusion as to what 

has occurred or for instance whether the use of lethal force was justified.  This might 

arise by virtue of a lack of evidence or by reason of a conflict of evidence which is 

simply impossible to resolve decisively one way or the other.  The European Court 

of Human Rights has recognised that “there may be cases where the facts 

surrounding a deprivation of life are clear and undisputed and the subsequent 

inquisitorial examination may legitimately be reduced to a minimum formality”; but 

that, “equally, there may be other cases, where a victim dies in circumstances which 

are unclear” (see Taylor, Crampton, Gibson and King v United Kingdom [1994] 79-A DR 

127 at 136).  The jury verdict questionnaire in the inquest in relation to the death of 

Jean Charles de Menezes, in England and Wales, included provision for a jury 

response to each question that they “cannot decide” (2/417-419).  The obligation on 

the State is not to provide a particular result in a given case but to provide a system 

of investigation which is capable in principle of giving rise to clear findings where 

they are warranted by the evidence. 

 

[70] In Jordan [2018] NICA 6, the Court of Appeal recognised that whilst a coroner 

must strive to reach findings, it may not be possible, and if that is explained, the 

inquest verdict is lawful in a particular case.  The court referred to the decision in 

https://www.bailii.org/uk/cases/UKHL/2004/10.html
https://www.bailii.org/nie/cases/NIHC/QB/2009/55.html
https://www.bailii.org/uk/cases/UKHL/2007/14.html
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Coroner for the Birmingham Inquest v Julie Hambleton and others [2018] EWCA Civ 2018 

and reiterated the difference between other proceedings and inquests.  In summary, 

the court found at paragraph 112: 

 

“The obligation on a coroner in an inquest under Section 

31 of the Coroners Act (Northern Ireland) 1959 is confined 

to setting forth in his verdict particulars so far as such 

particulars have been proven to him. 

 

The statutory obligation on the coroner is to consider 

whether a particular fact has not been proved on the 

balance of probabilities.  This must also involve 

consideration as to whether the coroner is undecided as to 

whether the particulars did or did not occur.  In this way 

the decision is not as between one or two possible 

outcomes that is the particular did occur or the particular 

did not occur, but includes the third possible outcome in 

which the coroner states that he is undecided or, as in this 

case, profoundly unsure as to whether it did or did not 

occur.  We agree with the coroner that it was not and 

could not be said to be a binary decision and we consider 

that the coroner was positively obliged to consider the 

third possible outcome as to whether he was undecided 

provided that he gave his reasons for being undecided.  

We conclude that insofar as any particular was not 

proved to him his verdict represented the proper 

discharge, rather than the abrogation of Section 31 of the 

Coroners Act 1959.” 

 

[71]  In R v South London Coroner ex parte Thompson [1982] 126 SJ 625 Lord Lane CJ 

also referred to the nature of inquest proceedings when he said: 
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“… it should not be forgotten that an inquest is a fact 

finding exercise and not a method of apportioning guilt.  

The procedure and rules of evidence which are suitable 

for one are unsuitable for the other.  In an inquest it 

should never be forgotten that there are no parties, there 

is no indictment, there is no prosecution, there is no 

defence, there is no trial, simply an attempt to establish 

facts.  It is an inquisitorial process, a process of 

investigation quite unlike a criminal trial where the 

prosecutor accuses and the accused defends, the judge 

holding the balance or the reins whichever metaphor one 

chooses to use.” 

 

[72] In R (Amin) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2003] UKHL 51 

Lord Bingham expressed the purpose as follows: 

 

“… to ensure so far as possible that the full facts are 

brought to light; that culpable and discreditable conduct 

is exposed and brought to public notice; that suspicion of 

deliberate wrongdoing (if unjustified) is allayed; that 

dangerous practices and procedures are rectified; and that 

those who have lost their relative may at least have the 

satisfaction of knowing that lessons learned from his 

death may save the lives of others.”  

 

[73] The standard of proof in inquests has come to the fore in this case but it has 

helpfully been clarified by the Supreme Court in the recent decision of R (On the 

application of Maughan) v Her Majesty’s Senior Coroner for Oxfordshire [2020] UKSC 46.  

This appeal arose out of the death of a person in prison by suicide.  Of note at the 
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outset is the fact that the court considered the use of narrative conclusions as follows 

at paragraph 8: 

 

“Longer, more judgemental narrative conclusions, as used 

by the coroner’s jury in this case, are relatively new.  They 

result from the recent transformation of many inquests 

from the traditional inquiry into a suspicious death into 

an investigation which is to elicit the facts about what 

happened, and in appropriate cases identify lessons to be 

learnt for the future.  This is the position in inquests 

which the state is now required to carry out because of 

the European Convention on Human Rights.  Article 2 of 

the Convention protects the right to life.  One of the 

consequences of this is that there must generally be an 

effective investigation of deaths which occur while a 

person is in the custody of the state (“state-related 

deaths”), and one of the ways in which this obligation 

may be discharged is by holding a coroner’s inquest, in 

which the next of kin of the deceased can participate.  The 

relevant principles of domestic law have been established 

by decisions of the courts, including, in particular, the 

decision of the House of Lords in R (Middleton) v West 

Somerset Coroner [2004] UKHL 10.” 

 

[74] The Maughan case arose in the context of a jury inquest, the applicable rules in 

England and Wales (which date from 2013) and the guidance of the Chief Coroner.  

Whilst Maughan was a suicide case the court also looked at the issue in the context of 

unlawful killing.  The court recognised the changing role of inquests and changing 

societal attitudes and expectations which confirmed the need to review the standard 

of proof in the case of suicide.  The court also considered whether the criminal 

standard should be retained for the issue of unlawful killing.  It decided against that 
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argument drawing upon authority from the civil field including family law: Re H 

(Minor) (Sexual Abuse: Standard of Proof) [1996] AC 563 and Re B (Children) (Children 

Proceedings: Standard of Proof) [2008] UKHL 35.  The Supreme Court said that:  

 
“Those cases make it clear that there is not a sliding scale 

of probability to be applied, commensurate with the 

seriousness of the subject-matter or the consequences of 

the decision.  The only question is whether something is 

more likely than not to have happened.” (See Braganza v 

BP Shipping Ltd [2015] 1 WLR 1661) 

 

[75] This issue had been examined by the Northern Ireland Court of Appeal by 

Stephens LJ in the case of Jordan [2018] NICA 34.  In that case, which was an 

application for leave to apply for judicial review of a coroner’s ruling, the court 

considered the standard of proof as the balance of probabilities and there was no 

argument to the contrary.  Post Maughan Morgan LCJ has said that the civil standard 

applies in Hura Steponaviciene [2020] NICA 6.  In that case the LCJ referred to the 

issue as follows:  

 

“[7]  It was submitted that Maughan was wrongly 

decided but the learned trial judge in his careful judgment 

rejected that submission. Maughan was appealed to the 

Court of Appeal and eventually to the Supreme Court 

[2020] UKSC 46).  By a majority the Supreme Court 

decided that the standard of proof in a coroner’s inquest 

on the question of suicide or unlawful killing was the 

balance of probabilities. 

 

[8]  Suicide requires proof and should not be 

presumed.  That principle was supported by all of the 

Justices.  There is, however, no basis upon which this 
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court could distinguish this case or fail to follow this 

binding authority from the Supreme Court despite the 

persuasive judgment in dissent by Lord Kerr with whom 

Lord Reed agreed.  Accordingly, it must follow that the 

appeal should be dismissed.” 

 

[76] I have also considered this issue in the McElhone inquest. In that case I said 

that I considered myself bound by these decisions and previous judicial decisions in 

Northern Ireland which apply the civil standard of proof to inquests of this nature.  

It is also worth restating the fact that the law in Northern Ireland does not provide 

for a verdict of unlawful killing unlike England and Wales. I have received some 

further submissions on the point which I have considered.  In the submissions of the 

MoD I am invited to apply a criminal standard of proof however I am not attracted 

to that argument given the cases I have already referenced and because of the nature 

of the inquest.  

 

[77] The civil standard of proof is very much tied to the nature of an inquest as it 

is not a criminal trial and should never be thought to be.  The outcome of an inquest 

may have serious consequences but whatever that may be it is not a criminal 

conviction or a finding of civil liability.  In Serious Organised Crime Agency v Gale 

[2011] UKSC 49 the Supreme Court held that the application of the ordinary civil 

standard of proof in relation to allegations of criminal conduct in civil recovery 

proceedings is compatible with Article 6(2) of the ECHR.  In this case there is no 

argument before me that the process is not itself Convention compliant.  So, I reject 

the suggestion that the criminal standard should apply and I have applied the civil 

standard in this inquisitorial process.   

 

[78] Given the nature of these proceedings there is no formal burden of proof, save 

that when Article 2 is engaged there is an onus on the State to establish that the use 

of lethal force is justified.  In Jordan [2018] NICA 34 the Court of Appeal referred (at 

paragraph [116]) to the coroner’s acknowledgement of this obligation upon the 
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“State in general and the police in particular” to provide a satisfactory and 

convincing explanation on the balance of probabilities to justify the death of the 

deceased.  The State thus “bears the burden of adducing evidence to provide a 

convincing explanation for the killing under Article 2.”  

 

[79] In relation to the use of force Section 3 of the Criminal Law Act 

(Northern Ireland) 1967 provides: 

 

“(1) A person may use such force as is reasonable in the 

circumstances in the prevention of crime, or in effecting 

or assisting in the lawful arrest of offenders or suspected 

offenders or of persons unlawfully at large.” 

 
[80] The use of force is also governed by the common law defence of self-defence.  

In Beckford v The Queen [1988] AC 130 Lord Griffith said: 

 

“… the test to be applied for self-defence is that a person 

may use such force as is reasonable in the circumstances 

as he honestly believes them to be in defence of himself or 

others.”  

 

[81] In Armani Da Silva v UK (Application No. 587808), the European Court 

addressed the question of whether the domestic UK law governing self-defence 

conformed to the requirements of Article 2 of the ECHR and found in summary that 

the domestic law in terms of the use of force in self-defence was compliant with 

Article 2.   

 

[82] In Jordan Horner J summed up the test to be applied in that case (which 

involved the use of lethal force by police) as follows: 
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“[187] Accordingly, the task for this inquest in 

conducting an Article 2 complaint inquest must be to ask 

whether Sergeant A had an honest and genuine belief that 

it was necessary for him to open fire.  Whether that belief 

was subjectively reasonable, having regard to the 

circumstances pertaining at the time, is relevant to the 

question of whether it was honestly held.  I should not 

examine A’s belief from the position of a detached 

observer but from a subjective position consistent with 

the circumstances in which he found himself and which 

will necessarily also involve taking into account his 

training, experience and his knowledge and awareness of 

the RUC Code of Conduct.  I have to consider whether his 

decision to open fire was “absolutely necessary.”  To put 

it another way, whether in all the circumstances it was 

proportionate, that is “reasonable, having regard to what 

the person honestly and genuinely believed.” 

 

[83] In addition to the legal issues I have set out there is an obvious issue in this 

type of case about the cogency of evidence given that these events occurred 50 years 

ago.  Girvan LJ highlighted this in the context of historical sexual abuse in R v JW 

[2013] NICA 6 when he said: 

 

“[14]  What has been said in the context of the prejudice 

created by delay in the context of civil litigation applies 

with even greater force in the context of criminal 

proceedings for the outcome of criminal proceedings may 

subject the defendant to potentially severe penal 

consequences and to extensive damage to his private life 

and reputation.  In Birkett v James [1978] AC 297 in the 
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context of a civil case of alleged want of prosecution 

Lord Salmon said:  

 

‘When cases (as they often do) depend 

predominantly on the recollection of witnesses, 

delay can be most prejudicial to defendants 

and to the plaintiff also.  Witnesses 

recollections grow dim with the passage of 

time and the evidence of honest men differs 

sharply on the relevant facts.  In some cases it 

is impossible for justice to be done because of 

the extreme difficulty in deciding which 

version of the facts is to be preferred.’” 

 

[84] In this series of inquests I have been mindful of these issues.  I understand 

that people may have a false memory of events or a memory of events which is 

coloured by a narrative that is part and parcel of the community consciousness.  A 

witness may have a vision of events which the witness thinks is entirely accurate but 

in fact has been recreated from various different memories.  This case has also been 

the subject of media debate in the past and other information sources and that may 

have coloured evidence.  So the frailties of memory and the frailties of historical 

evidence are something I bear in mind.  What is also obvious is that witnesses have 

come forth who are trying their best to help but may in fact be asked to piece 

together matters that they really do not know anything about.   

 

[85] In addition to the oral evidence there are contemporaneous accounts. It will 

be apparent that I have taken into account contemporaneous records and relied 

upon them in some of the circumstances.  There is no bright line rule in relation to 

this because I am mindful that contemporaneous accounts may have been fabricated 

or have been part of propaganda or inaccurate. However, they may also provide the 

most authentic account from some witnesses given that they were made at the time.  
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With all of this in mind I have analysed all sources of evidence in these inquests to 

try to piece together as accurate a picture as possible.  

 

V. RULES OF ENGAGEMENT AND RULES FOR INVESTIGATION AT THE 

RELEVANT TIME 

 

[86] I have also considered the rules of engagement at the particular time.  These 

are comprised in what is known as the Yellow Card. At the outset I bear in mind that 

these were guidelines, created pre the Human Rights Act 1998 and are not a binding 

legal code.  The Yellow Card was a set of instructions to the military on the 

circumstances in which it would be appropriate to open fire.  During the evidence 

various military witnesses referred to this as an important document which they 

kept on their person, often in their uniform in a pocket, and it was guidance which 

would have been explained to the soldiers at the outset.  The military witnesses told 

me that realistically they would not be opening the Yellow Card whilst out on 

operational duties but they were to a man familiar with its contents and 

understanding of its main precepts.   

 

[87] It became apparent during the inquest that several versions of this document 

were issued throughout the time that the military were deployed in Northern 

Ireland.  The version that appears to have been in existence at the time of the 

Ballymurphy deaths is dated January 1971 and is attached hereto at Annex 0.4.  As 

will be seen from this the card was entitled “HQ Northern Ireland Instructions for 

Opening Fire in Northern Ireland.”  It was issued by the Director of Operations and 

it provided instructions on the resort to force, namely that the use of force should be 

the minimum necessary to enable soldiers to carry out their duties.  The card also 

gave instructions on warnings before fire.  The card included specific instructions on 

when a soldier may fire against a person with a firearm, or a petrol bomber, or a 

person attacking property.  Essentially, the soldier was required to act in an 

appropriate manner and was only permitted to open fire if it was felt in the 

circumstances that his life was under threat.   
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[88] At the time at which the deaths at Ballymurphy occurred, post-incident 

investigative procedures were subject to an agreement made in 1970 between the 

Chief Constable of the RUC and the General Officer Commanding of the British 

Army in Northern Ireland.  There was a Force Order in existence at the time which 

effectively allowed the Royal Military Police to have command of investigations 

rather than the RUC.  This was superseded by a further Force Order in 1973.  I 

enclose both Force Orders in the schedule attached hereto at Annex 0.5. The 

applicable Force Order from 1970 was entitled “Instructions regarding Complaints 

against Military Personnel.”  The instructions stated:  

 

“Where a Complaint involving Military personnel is 

received by the police the following instructions will be 

complied with: 

 

(1) A report will be made immediately to the 

Commander of the Division concerned who will 

obtain, or cause to be obtained, statements from the 

complainant and any civilian or police witness 

involved and will investigate any criminal aspect 

of the matter. 

 

(2) On completion of the police investigation, the 

Divisional Commander will forward the police 

report to the Royal Corps of Military Police, who 

will interview and obtain statements from Military 

personnel involved or who can assist in the 

investigation …”   

 
[89] In this case the accounts of soldiers following the deaths were gathered by the 

RMP and not by the RUC.  This practice was subsequently criticised by the then 
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Lord Chief Justice Lord Lowry, who said in 1974 (in the Court of Appeal judgment 

in R v Foxford [1974] NI 171 at 180): “we deprecate this curtailment of the function of 

the police and hope that the practice will not be revived.”  This issue of the military 

personnel investigating other military personnel was also criticised in Re Marie 

Thompson’s Application for Judicial Review [2003] NIQB 80.  I bear this in mind, but I 

have received the material produced by those investigations in evidence and have 

assessed that material as appropriate in conjunction with all other evidence in the 

case, having regard to the investigative and procedural obligations of Article 2 

ECHR as outlined above. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

[90] I have applied the legal tests set out above to the evidence which I have 

considered and I have reached findings which I explain in narrative form in relation 

to each death.  I thank all legal representatives, court staff, media, families of the 

deceased and witnesses for their assistance during this inquest.  What follows are 

my narrative findings in each case. 

 




























































